
Round table «M.Maқataevu 90 years» 

On October 29, 21 a round table dedicated to the 90th anniversary of  Mukagali 

Makatayev was held with students of St-21-1 group. Mukagali Makatayev, who was 

celebrated as a wonderful prince and a unique captain of the literary kingdom, 

dedicated his wonderful talent to the people. It is dedicated to Mukagali Makatayev, 

the glacier of Khanteniri, a true poet, a mountain talent, a talented gatekeeper, the 

owner of a million mysteries, known as the "Poet of the Century". During the event, 

Gulshat Isabekovna presented the biography of the poet, who read the poems: Rysbek 

Karakoz "Mother, do not cry for happiness", Baltabaeva Aliya "Kazakhstan", Shlatay 

Aruzhan "Kairan baurym" and Ermek Gulsum "1941. February ». Merey Korabayeva 

told about the interesting facts of the poet. Ermek Gulsim, Sultankhan Almagul and 

Korabayeva Merey sang the next song "Nur Zhaup Turgan Koktemde" written by 

Mukagali Makatayev. The next song "Kenes" was performed by Shulenbay Aiym. 

Отан! Отан! 

Сен болмасаң, не етер ем?  

Мәңгілікке бақытсыз боп өтер ем, 

Өмірден бұл өксуменен кетер ем. 

Құс ұясыз,  

Жыртқыш інсіз болмайды. 

Отансыз жан өмірінде оңбайды.  

Өзін өзі қорлайды да сорлайды. 

Тірі адамға сол қайғы! 

Күн көреді, 

Әкесіз де, анасыз, 

Өмір сүрер. 

Әйелсіз де, баласыз, 

Ал Отансыз — 

Нағыз сорлы панасыз? 

The poem was written in 1973 when the swans were asleep 



In this poem, the only child of one family falls seriously ill. Tauip says that a 

paralyzed child can be cured only if he is removed with the wings of a swan. His 

father did not dare to kill the swan, so instead his mother took a gun and went to the 

lake, where the sacred swans live. When she came to the lake, her mother's gun 

accidentally exploded, and the bullet hit the swan. Hearing the noise, the old 

horseman came to the lake and gave advice to the mother who killed the swan. 

Anyway, the mother brings the swan home, but when she returns home, she realizes 

that her baby is dead. 

• Mother - Karakoz is the mother of the child. Brave, courageous, out of love for his 

child, he lost his child because he shot and killed a sacred swan. 

• Child - Balnur is a sick child. His life was on the line. 

• Tauip shal - Samal healer. The unconscious man lied to the boy's parents. 

• Father - Temirlan is the father of the child. Rabbit heart, honesty. Not wanting to 

stray from the path of divinity, the sacred swan refused to shoot the bird. 

• Herder - Anel is a horse breeder. Reasonable, intelligent, wise. He counseled her and 

tried to correct her. 

At the end of the event, the head of the department Kair Samigullovna and 

senior lecturer Nurlan Zetkhanovich spoke and shared their impressions. The 

organizer of the event is a senior teacher Temirzhanova Sholpan Meiramovna. 

Mukagali's legacy is the eternal legacy of Kazakh poetry. It is a great 

phenomenon of Kazakh poetry, which has limited the number of black poems worn 

by many Kazakhs. We believe that the students gained a lot of spiritual wealth from 

this event. 

  









 


